Abstract-In this paper, a novel distributed access protocol for a slotted wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) metro ring employing all-optical packet switching and supporting quality-of-service (QoS) classes is presented and analyzed. Since we assume that there are more nodes than available wavelengths in the network, we obtain a scalable multihop WDM ring as underlying network architecture. By dividing each channel into several time slots and further applying destination release and slot reuse, data packets can be efficiently transmitted and received in a statistically multiplexed manner. In our architecture, each node is equipped with one tunable transmitter and one fixed-tuned receiver. Furthermore, as we generally consider so-called a posteriori access strategies, different packet selection schemes are proposed and compared. An analytical model based on the semi-Markov process methodology is developed to quantify the performance of one of these schemes. As a key element of the protocol, an efficient QoS support access mechanism is proposed and its performance is evaluated. The new QoS control scheme adopts a frame-based slot reservation strategy including connection setup and termination, which only slightly increases the signaling and node processing overhead. Thus, an efficient hybrid protocol combining connectionless and connection-oriented packet transmissions is proposed.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N PRINCIPLE, the rapid growth in bandwidth demand due to the Internet explosion may only be satisfied by optical networks and particularly by using the wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM) technology, nowadays supporting more than a hundred of wavelength channels in a single optical fiber [1] , [2] . Extensive research has been conducted in the field of optical circuit switching and wavelength routing particularly for wide-area networks (WANs) [3] . However, since the resource efficiency is relatively low in such systems and the predominant IP and ATM technologies rely on packet-switching of variablelength IP messages and ATM cells, optical packet switching is of paramount interest in terms of building bandwidth efficient and flexible optical networks for the next-generation Internet (NGI). In order to eliminate or, at least alleviate, the electronic bottleneck encountered in current optical networks, all-optical packet switching solutions have to be deployed in future photonic networks. Furthermore, to minimize the layering complexity and overhead typical to SONET/SDH and ATM networks, the packet-based network traffic is to be accommodated directly in the optical layer, i.e., WDM layer. This way, the equipment costs and management complexity related to electronic multilayer solutions may be significantly decreased in all-optical WDM networks.
In the local and metropolitan area (LAN/MAN) environment, all-optical packet switching can be already achieved with current optical technology. Optical packet-switched WDM ring network prototypes are being built and experimentally studied in several research laboratories, e.g., [4] , [5] . In the hybrid optoelectronic ring network (HORNET) testbed [4] developed at Stanford University, one fast-tunable optical transmitter and one fixed optical receiver is deployed building an optical add-drop multiplexer (OADM) at each node (TT-FR), while the metropolitan area wavelength switched optical network (MAWSON) system [5] , built at the University of Melbourne, relies on transmitter arrays and fixed receivers equipment -. Both systems are based on time-slotted WDM channels and use an optical circulator/fiber Bragg grating (FBG) unit for the optical drop implementation.
Generally, in order to avoid collisions on the individual WDM channels of such networks, medium access control (MAC) protocols are necessary to arbitrate the channel access. Several access protocols for all-optical slotted WDM rings have been proposed in the literature [6] - [10] . Most of them are based on the case where there are as many wavelength channels as nodes in the network, which results in serious scalability problems, especially in MANs. Moreover, some proposals require transmitter and/or receiver arrays at each node associated with high equipment costs [6] , [9] .
Another major issue, besides the architectural considerations, is the support of quality-of-service (QoS) requirements directly in the WDM layer. Only a few works are dealing with the integration of best-effort (data) and delay-sensitive (real-time) services in the optical layer of a packet-switched WDM ring. One relevant paper related to this issue proposes an incremental slot reservation strategy based on the local node traffic for the TT-FR architecture [11] , while another demonstrates a control-channel based multitoken approach to achieve this goal [9] . However, the first scheme is focused on the equal number of channels and nodes case, while the second one relies on an unslotted ring assuming transceiver arrays and additional fixed transceivers dedicated to a control channel per node imposing a severe scalability constraint.
In this paper, access protocols for a slotted WDM metro ring employing all-optical packet switching and supporting many more nodes than there are available wavelengths in the network are presented and analyzed. Since one channel is shared by several destination nodes, we consider a multihop WDM ring 0733-8716/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE as underlying network architecture. The channels are divided into several slots allowing data packets to be transmitted and received in a highly bandwidth-efficient way. According to the considered architecture based on the HORNET testbed, we assume that each node is equipped with one tunable transmitter and one fixed-tuned receiver, giving a TT-FR system. The required signaling information, i.e., the destination address and the channel/slot availability status, is provided via the already mature subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) technique [12] , also utilized in [4] . Furthermore, as we generally consider the so-called a posteriori access strategy [13] , where the corresponding data packet is selected from the appropriate transmission buffer after having detected the signaling information, different packet/buffer selection schemes are proposed and compared. An analytical model based on the semi-Markov process methodology is developed to quantify the performance of one of these schemes. In addition, a novel scheme for an efficient QoS support on the considered ring network is proposed and its performance in terms of connection setup times, queueing delays, and throughputs is evaluated through computer simulations. The new QoS control scheme adopts a frame-based slot reservation strategy including connection setup and termination, which only marginally increases the signaling and node processing overhead. Thus, a hybrid protocol combining connectionless and connection-oriented packet transmissions is obtained.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the network architecture along with the node structure and the considered signaling technique is presented. Section III describes the general considered medium access strategy along with different packet selection schemes and the novel QoS support mechanism for the WDM slotted ring. In Section IV, a performance study is carried out by means of a semi-Markov model and computer simulations. Finally, Section V provides some conclusions.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, the underlying network architecture of the considered WDM ring along with its node structure and the assumed signaling technique is presented, building the technological basis for the proposed access protocol.
A. Network Architecture
The considered system is based on a ring topology interconnecting nodes via a single unidirectional optical fiber, as shown in Fig. 1 . The bandwidth of the fiber is divided into multiple wavelength channels , which in turn are divided into fixed-length time slots, constituting a slotted WDM ring with data channels. Each slot consists of a header and a payload field. One data packet is considered to fit exactly into the slot's payload section. The slots are continuously circulating on the ring and can be empty or full. It is assumed that the slots are perfectly synchronized between the channels, though a slight time skewing (e.g., due to dispersion effects) will not negatively affect the proper operation of the access protocol presented below. Furthermore, the ring size is assumed to cover a metropolitan area, thus, the system is referred to as WDM metro ring throughout this work. Due to the support of multiple channels on the ring, one single channel may operate at a typical electronic transmission speed, e.g., 2.5 Gbit/s, while the aggregate bandwidth is equal to a multiple of the channel bit-rate, potentially enabling Terabits-per-second throughputs.
In our architecture ( Fig. 1) , each network node is equipped with only one tunable transmitter and one fixed-tuned receiver, referred to as a TT-FR system. Since the transmission and reception of data packets is performed all-optically, the nodes may be viewed as optical add-drop multiplexers (OADM). Consequently, a node may send packets on any wavelength available in the network, while it is allowed to receive packets only on a preassigned wavelength (drop channel). As a result, no inherent scalability problems arise with such an architecture as opposed to systems deploying transceiver arrays, which steadily have to be adapted to the number of supported WDM channels. It is further assumed that there are more network nodes than wavelengths in the system, i.e., , which significantly relaxes the scalability constraint encountered in systems where , since the channel number is decoupled from the number of nodes. For symmetry considerations, is assumed to be an integer multiple of the number of channels . We further suppose that the wavelengths are assigned in a cyclic (interleaved) fashion to the destination nodes, as demonstrated in Figs. 1 and 2 . Thus, several nodes have to use the same channel for the reception of packets. When denotes the number of nodes and channels ratio, i.e., being an integer, exactly nodes have to share one drop channel. Formally, the destination nodes with and share the same channel for packet reception. Since we additionally assume destination release and slot reuse of the transmitted packets, one slot of a channel may be filled and released several (in maximum ) times within one ring latency, yielding an improved degree of statistical multiplexing and bandwidth efficiency within the ring. As a result, multihopping is introduced in the considered architecture, illustrated in Fig. 2 for eight nodes and two channels.
However, compared to the case where each destination node is preallocated a unique wavelength , the contention in accessing the slots of one channel is significantly increased leading to more congestion on the ring. Under these circumstances, the alleviation of the head-of-line (HOL) blocking problem observed in the source node's transmission queue becomes a very crucial issue. Therefore, in order to circumvent the HOL blocking, one separate queue is assigned to each channel available in the network, giving totally buffers at every source node which are represented by .
B. Node Architecture and Signaling Technique
Some testbeds in terms of slotted WDM rings employing the TT-FR structure have been demonstrated recently. In this paper, we rely on the technological implementation reported in [4] , where a "Packet-over-WDM multiple access metro ring network," named HORNET, has been experimentally studied.
This testbed, largely based on the same system features as presented in Section II-A, deploys a generic node architecture as shown in Fig. 3 . The signaling information carried by the slot header on each channel is generated and detected by means of the subcarrier multiplexing technique. Under this technique, subcarrier signals at different frequencies (above the baseband cutoff frequency) are transmitted along with the optical carrier signal (Fig. 3) . In HORNET, each available wavelength channel is associated with a dedicated subcarrier frequency in order to provide and detect the slot availability status of all the channels and the corresponding destination addresses of transmitted packets.
According to the node structure depicted in Fig. 3 , a small portion of the incoming optical power is extracted from the ring for header processing. The SCM header is evaluated in order to obtain the availability status (full or empty) of the current slot and the destination address of a full slot on the drop channel. The former is needed to know which channels can be utilized for packet transmission at this slot instant, and the latter is required since different destination nodes are receiving on the same drop channel (due to here). In the optical drop part of the node, the optical signals on the node's drop channel are removed from the ring by means of an optical circulator and a FBG. The received packet (in case of a full slot) is then either locally dropped or retransmitted (after electrical regeneration) onto the ring depending on the destination address recovered by the node's Header Processing block. In the optical add part, a fast-tunable optical transmitter (tuning latency ns in [4] ) either transmits a new packet acquired from the local add part on the corresponding wavelength channel (depending upon slot status and destination address of local packet) or a packet arrived on the node's drop wavelength is retransmitted on again.
III. ACCESS CONTROL
The proposed access protocol for the slotted WDM metro ring is composed of the buffer selection scheme for packet transmission at a slot time (since we consider only one transmitter at each node) and the novel QoS support mechanism. These components are described in detail in the following sections.
A. General Access Strategy
According to the generic slotted ring access mechanism, slots are continuously circulating around the ring on each channel with the slot availability being indicated by the SCM header. When an arriving slot is empty, the node can use this slot to transmit its packet, otherwise it has to wait until an empty slot arrives. This way we have no channel and receiver collisions as well as no packet losses by using this basic access strategy. As mentioned above, destination release and slot reuse is employed in our WDM metro ring. Thus, slots can be reused a number of times during the ring latency.
In principle, the so-called a posteriori packet selection strategy is considered throughout this paper. This means, that first the availability status of the wavelength channels at a slot time is detected by means of the SCM signaling technique (building a channel availability vector), and then the appropriate packet is selected from the corresponding transmission queue at the source node for transmission in the current slot. The packet selection is necessary since only one packet may be transmitted per slot time due to the underlying node structure (TT-FR).
Generally, each empty slot on any channel can be used for packet transmission by a source node. However, when more than one channel carries an empty slot in the current slot period, one packet (or equivalently, one buffer) corresponding to one of the empty channels has to be chosen according to a certain selection rule. As a consequence, the a posteriori packet selection process has to be performed at a higher speed in the electronic domain, which slightly increases the processing complexity compared to an a priori packet selection scheme.
Upon arrival of a new slot, each source node detects the slot availability on each channel indicated by the SCM header and establishes the channel availability vector made up of maximally elements (when all channels are empty in the current slot). For instance, when channels , and are currently free, then with . If no empty slot is available, the node has to wait for the next slot, otherwise it checks whether there are more than one free slot available. When just one slot is free, the node simply transmits the packet from the transmission queue corresponding to the empty channel. In the case of several available channels, i.e., , a specific packet or buffer selection method has to be applied, which is described next.
B. Buffer Selection Strategies
Different packet and buffer selection strategies may be envisaged at each sending node for the case that more than one slot is free at a slot instant (referred to as buffer contention). Those are listed below. For the following, let is active and channel is empty , hereafter called buffer preselection set.
1) Random (RND) Selection:
In the RND strategy, the queue from which a packet is to be transmitted is selected randomly in case of buffer contention, thus (1) where the operator rnd denotes a random number generator following a uniform distribution. The main requirement of this approach is the proper implementation of the random number generator. Note that this strategy is also considered for the analytical modeling presented in Section IV-A.
2) Longest Queue (LQ) Selection: Under the LQ scheme, the longest transmission queue is chosen upon buffer contention. Therefore, the selected buffer can be formally given by (2) where denotes the current lengths (depths) of the preselected buffers given by . When more than one longest queue exist, the queue with the lowest index is chosen in this method. The motivation behind this scheme lies in a load balance among all the queues in the system, thereby increasing the node and network throughput.
3) Round Robin (RR) Selection: Here, the buffer is chosen according to the round-robin scheme. Thus, the last transmission queue from which a packet has been acquired has to be recorded in the source node (via a pointer) in order to determine the appropriate buffer for the current transmission in a round-robin fashion. Thus, the first queue being an element of among the scanned buffers starting from the last selected one is chosen next here. Note that this scheme leads to a relatively low processing complexity.
4) Maximum Hop (MH) Selection:
Under the MH scheme, the packet associated with the maximum hop distance between source and destination node is selected when buffer contention arises. Similar to the LQ case, when a tie occurs in terms of the maximum hop value, the queue corresponding to the lowest index is given the right to access the medium. Assuming node indexes increasing with the transmission direction (as in Fig. 1 ) and denoting the source index while represents the destination index, the individual hop count related to a packet is calculated in the following manner:
And the selected queue can be given as (4) where denotes the hop count vector of the preselected buffers. Note that the implementation complexity is comparable to that of the LQ scheme.
5) C-TDMA Selection:
In this scheme, each buffer is associated with a certain slot within a TDMA frame of size (hence, channel-oriented TDMA is adopted here, termed C-TDMA). Therefore, the slots on the ring have to be successively numbered with the slot number denoted by , requiring a global synchronization in the network. Defining the slot label as , the slot/buffer assignment is governed by the following relationship: (5) To utilize the available bandwidth more efficiently, when the slot associated with the chosen queue according to the C-TDMA scheme is full or the chosen buffer is empty (nonactive), the queue containing the highest load (longest queue) is eventually selected out of instead. Notice that this scheme closely resembles the protocol in [7] , the synchronous round robin (SRR) scheme, with the single difference that the ordering of the slots within a frame additionally depends on the source node index there, thereby avoiding slot contention for the preferential access in the case.
C. QoS Support
In general, for guaranteeing QoS requirements, a strong control on packet delays and node throughputs is required. In accordance with the ATM concept, several QoS classes can be distinguished, such as constant bit rate (CBR), variable bit rate (VBR) traffic classified as real-time services, and available bit rate (ABR), unspecified bit rate (UBR) traffic related to data services. Different access strategies for real-time and data traffic are proposed next to efficiently accommodate both service types. Concerning the electronic queueing, it is assumed in the following that real-time packets are stored in separate FIFO real-time buffers, while data packets are handled by FIFO data buffers at each node.
1) Accommodation of Real-Time Services:
For supporting real-time services, a connection-oriented protocol based on connection setup and termination is proposed in this paper. According to our protocol, CBR (isochronous) and VBR (asynchronous) real-time services are accommodated by reservation of equidistantly spaced slots on the ring to ensure a constant delay between successive CBR/VBR packets after having initiated a real-time session.
In order to enable connection-oriented packet transmissions for real-time services, the ring is subdivided into so-called connection frames with the frame size equal to . The slots within such connection frames are identified by their slot index , depending on their position inside the frame, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The specific slot indexes are uniquely assigned to the respective destination nodes reachable on a single channel.
Note that a frame length of is needed in order to reach each of the destination nodes receiving on the corresponding channel. Moreover, for a proper protocol operation, the ring latency is assumed to be an integer multiple of the connection frame duration. The assignment between the slot index and the destination node index is performed according to . Table I gives an example for 16 nodes and 4 channels. For instance, when a source node wants to establish a real-time session to destination node 6, it has to reserve slot index 2 on channel . Accordingly, each destination node can be reached by a certain slot on the respective channel.
In order to initiate a bandwidth reservation process for a real-time connection (connection setup), a source node waits for a specific connection reservation slot, which may be indicated by an additional subcarrier frequency, e.g., , in the slot header, on the corresponding channel. Note that there is just one connection reservation slot circulating on the ring and that a connection setup may be performed solely when a connection reservation slot arrives at the node. Furthermore, each node maintains a connection table for keeping track of the currently existing (or being established) connections on the ring, as exemplarily sketched in Fig. 4(b) .
Upon the receipt of the reservation slot, first the connection table of the source node is updated based on the connection setup and connection termination list conveyed by the reservation slot. These lists convey the newly requested setup and release of real-time sessions on every channel each consisting of flags for each channel (according to the number of slot indexes in a connection frame), hence requiring additional bits per channel. Note that these flags may be modulated onto additional subcarrier frequencies, say and , only slightly increasing the signaling overhead and node processing complexity.
When the updated connection table allows the establishment of a new connection, i.e., no other connection has been established with respect to the same destination node (corresponding to the same slot index within a connection frame) on the same channel by other nodes, and, on the remaining channels internally (due to the single-transmitter constraint), the source node is permitted to reserve equidistantly spaced slots, specified by , within subsequent connection frames on the considered channel.
The distance (period) of these evenly placed slots is given by , generally ensuring deterministic packet delays upon a successful connection setup.
After a complete round-trip delay (ring latency), this node can be sure that all the other nodes are aware of this connection reservation and the corresponding flag in the setup list is erased by that node. Thus, the requested real-time connection is established. As a result, the node may start to continuously fill the reserved slots in consecutive connection frames in a TDMA manner. It is rather important to note that the periodical access to the reserved slots is occasionally interrupted by in-transit packets transmitted on the drop channel of the node, since in-transit packets are given higher priority over local traffic (primarily, due to the lack of mature optical buffers) to date.
The connection is torn down (connection termination) by broadcasting the termination indication to all the other nodes via the termination list, followed by the erasure of the corresponding flag in the termination list after one round-trip. As mentioned above, only an additional subcarrier frequency is needed for carrying the termination list. Next, depending on how many reservations, i.e., connection setups, are permitted per reservation cycle (being one round-trip delay here) and depending upon when the connection termination may be indicated, four distinct protocols for accommodating real-time traffic are distinguished in this paper: Accordingly, it can be first differentiated between a single reservation per cycle, where only one connection setup may be performed at a source node per round-trip delay (i.e., when the node detects the connection reservation slot), implying a certain selection method among the sessions awaiting a connection establishment, and a multiple reservation per cycle, where several connections may be established upon reservation slot detection at one node, given that no simultaneous reservations associated with identical slot indexes on different channels are performed within this node for avoiding transmitter collisions. Second, it is distinguished between a cyclic indication of a session termination, in which connections can only be released when the reservation slot is detected at the source node and an immediate indication of a session termination, where the end of a session is indicated immediately in the next slot header via updating the termination list without waiting for the reservation slot. Naturally, for the S-CST and S-IST schemes, the distinct buffer selection strategies discussed in Section III-B may equally be applied for the reservation of real-time sessions at one source node upon the receipt of the connection reservation slot. That is, selection is performed among the active real-time buffers which correspond to unreserved slots according to the node's connection table.
2) Accommodation of Data Services: In terms of data services, we may, in principle, differentiate between ABR and UBR traffic. ABR service requirements can be met by reserving a certain amount of slots (depending on the specified minimum bit rate) among the available slots given by the node's connection table. The reservation may be again performed by indicating the request via the reservation slot and identifying the reserved slots by the slot index . Note that, additionally, a specific cycle building the basis for the reservation of available slots has to be defined as a system parameter in order to properly support this service type. Finally, UBR or best-effort services are handled simply by adopting the Greedy algorithm, i.e., using a slot for packet transmission only when it is unreserved and empty.
IV. PERFORMANCE STUDY
The performance analysis in this paper is divided into the evaluation of a system, only supporting best-effort traffic (Section IV-A) and the case in which a mixture of real-time and data services is accommodated (Section IV-B).
A. Performance for Data Traffic
First, we consider the performance of data transmissions related to best-effort services in the WDM metro ring. Section IV-A1 introduces an analytical model for analyzing the RND access strategy for uniform Poisson traffic with fixed-length data packets, whereas Section IV-A3 evaluates the performance of all the proposed buffer selection schemes by computer simulations under more realistic traffic conditions.
1) Analytical Model:
In the literature, some analytical approaches have been developed so far, e.g., [7] and [14] . However, to our knowledge, a posteriori access schemes with are analytically evaluated for the first time. The approximate analytical performance evaluation in this paper is based on a semi-Markov model [15] . Semi-Markov processes may accommodate arbitrary packet interarrival times as well as arbitrarily distributed state sojourn times. The primary objective of the developed semi-Markov model is to determine the channel throughputs and the mean queueing delays of the considered access protocol.
Model Assumptions: The assumptions for applying a semi-Markov model to the analysis of the underlying access protocol can be summarized as follows.
1) All network nodes operate equally and independently.
2) The system time is normalized to slots.
3) Data packets have fixed lengths equaling one slot . 4) Each node generates packets according to a Poisson process with mean arrival rate . 5) A node may generate in maximum one data packet per slot. 6) The destination addresses of the generated packets are uniformly distributed among the network nodes (assuming that a source node cannot transmit to itself). 7) Only transmissions on a single channel implying a single transmission buffer at one node is considered here (however, capturing the interdependencies between the transmission dynamics of all channels). 8) The transmission queue size (related to one channel) of the nodes is finite, i.e., . Note that a single node may be taken to be typical of the behavior of each node in the system. Consequently, the protocol behavior can be adequately described by the operation states of a source node, i.e., the states of the tunable transmitter which is tunable to any of the channels for packet transmission. The possible states in which a source node of the considered slotted WDM ring can reside are listed below. idle (0):
-wait for the generation of a new data packet. synchronization (1): -wait for the next slot header on a certain channel when a packet is ready for transmission. evaluation (2):
-detect and evaluate the slot header.
delay (3):
-wait for the next slot due to blocking (according to the blocking probability , see below). transmission (4):
-transmit the corresponding data packet. The related state diagram in Fig. 5 reflects the defined source node states differentiated by different columns (global states) and the transmission queue load given as the number of currently buffered packets at the source node (local states) in rows.
From Fig. 5 , it can be seen that the state space cardinality of the developed semi-Markov chain is equal to . The individual sojourn times (expressed in slots) are also indicated in the state diagram. Due to the above model assumptions, the sojourn time of the idle state equals one slot, i.e., . In the synchronization state, the source node has to wait half a slot duration, i.e., in average until it may detect the next slot header. Owing to the assumed processing overhead of after having detected the slot boundary, the evaluation state corresponds to . In the case of blocking in the current slot time, the node's packet transmission is deferred to the next slot yielding for the delay state. Finally, the transmission state corresponds to due to the fact that only one data packet fitting into one slot may be transmitted at each slot time. Note that the dotted arrows related to the transmission state indicate the transitions to the idle and synchronization states depending on whether no packet or one packet arrives at the transmission queue within .
Throughput and Delay: Let denote the stationary state probabilities of an embedded Markov chain whose time instants are per definition identical to the state transition instants in terms of the semi-Markov chain, and let be the state sojourn times of the semi-Markov process, then the stationary state probabilities (limiting probabilities) of the semi-Markov chain, , are given by the following fundamental relation [15] : (6) Note that the state probabilities of the embedded Markov chain can be obtained from , where represents the corresponding transition probabilities. Furthermore, the probability that state will be left in the current slot is given by . The corresponding state and transition probabilities of the underlying embedded Markov chain are given in detail in [16] .
The individual transition probabilities of the semi-Markov model depend on the respective probabilities that exactly new data packets are generated during the corresponding sojourn time . Considering a Poisson arrival process with mean arrival rate , one directly obtains (7) Next, the (source) node throughput per channel can be calculated in the following way: (8) which immediately leads to the overall channel throughput as (9) In order to obtain the mean queueing delays, let denote the total number of data packets waiting for transmission at the source node (considering all the transmission buffers) in the current slot with , then (10) from which we obtain the mean packet queueing delay of a source node associated with a single channel, measured from the generation instant of a packet to the moment of its complete transmission, via Little's Law (11) The individual are given by (12) Thus, the mean delay/channel throughput characteristics of the considered protocol can be evaluated by computing (9) and (11) . One fundamental quantity for the evaluation of the developed semi-Markov model is the blocking probability represented by . The RND buffer selection strategy (see Section III-B1) and uniform traffic is assumed for the calculation of here. In the following modeling approach, we assume that the global and local states of the basic state diagram shown in Fig. 5 refer to transmissions on only one channel. That means that the node transmissions on a specific channel implying a single buffer is analyzed and is taken as representative for the other channels' behavior which is justified due to the assumed traffic symmetry.
Let be the probability that the current slot on a certain channel is free and is the probability that the queue corresponding to this channel, , is chosen (based on the a posteriori random selection strategy). Then, the probability that the current slot on a certain channel is accessible by the source node is given by , and
With denoting the individual source/destination node throughputs and representing the intrinsic access priorities of the source nodes defined in [17] , [16] , is given by (14) Concerning the calculation of , it may be differentiated between two possible RND buffer selection schemes. Firstly, the variant where the random choice of one queue (out of the contending queues) is performed without taking the full/empty status of the contending buffers into account, identified by strategy 1. Secondly, the variant where the activity of the transmission queues is additionally considered in the selection process (i.e., is taken as subset for the selection), indicated by strategy 2. Note that in both cases the subset of queues associated with free channels is used as a basis for the selection. In the first case, is determined as (15) and in the second case, is given by (16) where denotes the probability that the considered queue is active. The derivations of (14)- (16) are given in [16] .
2) Model Validation and Numerical Results:
In order to validate the developed analytical model, its results are compared to those obtained from computer simulations in this subsection. The simulator is written in C++ and the simulation runs had to achieve a confidence interval of 1% for a 95% confidence level. Of course, also in the simulations, a symmetric Poisson arrival process along with a uniform traffic scenario has been assumed and the packet lengths were fixed to one slot. Note that the evaluation (processing) delay within the model is set to in this study. Further, as main performance metrics, the mean queueing delay, measured from the generation instant of a packet to the moment of its complete transmission by the source node, and the throughput per channel, are taken here. The transmission buffer sizes are limited to ten packets, i.e., . Finally, note that nonzero transmitter tuning times 1 are not taken into account throughout the following studies since this would only introduce a constant delay overhead at the source nodes without negatively affecting the proper operation of the access schemes.
Figs. 6 and 7 show the mean queueing delay versus the channel throughput normalized to its maximum for 16 and 24 nodes, respectively, while assuming . Note that the maximum achievable channel throughput for the uniform traffic scenario is equal to times the medium bit rate in a single unidirectional ring. Both variants, i.e., strategy 1 and 2 (see Section IV-D1), in terms of the RND buffer selection scheme have been considered.
As can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7, the simulation results match very well with the analytical results obtained from the semiMarkov model. Particularly, the saturation effects can be perfectly predicted making time-consuming and cumbersome simulations unnecessary for capturing the general behavior of the analyzed RND access scheme. Another observation which can be made is that strategy 2 appears to be much more efficient 1 In practice, the tuning time is incorporated by using accordingly larger slot sizes than strategy 1, in accordance with our expectations. Additionally, due to its ease of implementation, it is highly preferable over the other scheme. Therefore, we only refer to strategy 2 in conjunction with the RND access mechanism in the sequel.
After having validated the accuracy of the developed model, we may analyze the scalability properties of the RND access protocol via the analytical approach. Fig. 8 demonstrates the impact of the number of channels on the protocol performance assuming 60 nodes. It can be clearly seen that a slight increase in the channel number leads to substantial performance gains. Note that highly satisfactory results can be obtained even for a node/channel number ratio of 10.
3) Simulation Results: In order to evaluate the performance of all the presented buffer selection strategies (see Section III-B) for more realistic traffic conditions, extensive simulations have been conducted. The assumptions for the simulations are almost the same as in Section IV-A2 with the following additions. Besides the Poisson and also the fractal arrival processes with mean arrival rate per node given in packets/slot, negative exponentially distributed variable-length packets with a mean length of slots are assumed in the following study. Furthermore, the ring length corresponds to slots accommodating equidistantly spaced nodes, while the length of the slots is set to 1000 bits, yielding a slot duration of 400 ns for a channel transmission rate of 2.5 Gbit/s. Additionally, we assume that each transmission queue has an almost infinite capacity in order to avoid packet losses at the source nodes due to buffer overflows. The employed fractal traffic model is based on the superposition of independent and probabilistically identical fractal renewal processes, termed Sup-FRP [18] . In the simulations, we used for generating such fractal traffic. Fig. 9 shows the delay versus throughput performance of the access strategies for the case. The resulting highest throughput in the LQ case is obvious here. This primarily results from the achieved load balance among the nodes' transmission queues leading to higher throughputs as well. On the other hand, the MH strategy leads to the worst results under overload conditions. This can be intuitively explained by the fact that the channels remain busy longer under heavy network load due to the maximum hop preference at the source nodes, aggravating the immediate access to the medium. However, backed by the shown results, it can be stressed that the RND as well as the RR scheme lead to a satisfactory tradeoff between implementation complexity (costs) and performance, particularly for nonheavy traffic load. Fig. 10 depicts the impact of different traffic models (packet interarrival processes) on the performance of the RND access scheme. Namely, the classical Poisson arrival process and a more realistic self-similar traffic model based on [18] with a Hurst parameter of corresponding to highly bursty traffic (note that, in general, ) have been used for generating the node traffic. Even though an identical mean arrival rate of leads to appreciably different throughputs for different numbers of nodes (as indicated in Fig. 10 ), it can be observed that the difference in terms of the delay/throughput behavior is not severe. Hence, the assumption of Poisson arrivals is still justified for the analysis of the underlying access protocol.
B. Performance for Real-Time and Data Traffic
For simplicity and in order to obtain conclusive results, we do not consider data traffic with certain QoS requirements, i.e., we neglect ABR traffic in the following study. Also, the direct support of (variable-length) IP packets, for which preliminary proposals are given in [19] , is not taken into account here. However, a similar slot reservation strategy as the one proposed in this work may be adopted capable of reserving successive (neighboring) slots according to the IP packet lengths, which is currently under investigation.
1) Assumptions:
Recall that packets belonging to real-time sessions are stored in the nodes' real-time buffers, while the data packets are queued at the nodes' data buffers. Considering the traffic parameters used here, the arrival rate of the (Poisson) real-time traffic is given by , where represents the real-time traffic fraction. The mean length of the real-time sessions is set to , while the mean packet length for the data traffic is here. Note that the node processing delay (expected to lie in the microsecond range in practice) is neglected in this study.
A useful metric for evaluating the real-time traffic performance is the connection setup delay in our specific case. The connection setup delay is defined as the time elapsed between the arrival of a real-time session request at the source node until the instant at which a connection setup has been completely performed.
Concerning the single reservation-per-cycle schemes (S-CST and S-IST), a random (RND) real-time buffer selection is assumed here, due to its relative implementational simplicity. For the same reason, the data buffer selection is done randomly following a uniform distribution. In the case of the multiple-reservations scheme (M-CST and M-IST), the request belonging to the lowest channel index wins the competition at the source node when the same slot indexes (at different channels) are targeted for reservation (internal blocking case) in order to avoid potential transmitter collisions (see Section III-C1). Naturally, other selection strategies, e.g., longest queue decisions, may be applied as well.
2) Simulation Results: Concerning the real-time performance, Fig. 11 shows the connection setup delay versus the network throughput (whose theoretical maximum equals here) assuming , 30% real-time traffic and different ring lengths given by the total number of slots on the ring, i.e., , and . For a channel bit rate of 2.5 Gbit/s and a slot length of 1000 bits, the physical lengths correspond to 8, 16, and 32 km, respectively. Two main observations can be made from Fig. 11 . First, for all considered connection control schemes, the connection setup delays increase linearly with the round-trip delay (approximately, with a factor 9 11 here) primarily due to the increased waiting time for a connection reservation slot in case of blocking effects (associated with both internal blocking and other nodes' connections already established on the ring). Second, the immediate session termination (IST) scheme exhibits slightly lower connection setup times and considerably higher network throughputs with respect to the CST schemes, while specifically the M-IST approach results in the best real-time traffic performance. Further note that the connection setup time for the largest considered ring size is about 3600 slots, i.e., 1440 s at 2.5 Gbit/s, which is rather acceptable considering that this would correspond to about 12 SONET/SDH frames. Also, it is important to mention that the delays are nearly constant over a wide range of the total traffic load, proving the highly desirable load scalability of the considered protocols. Next, recall that interruptions due to retransmissions of in-transit packets (originating from other real-time sessions and also best-effort traffic) on the node's drop channel may occur, i.e., the reserved slots may not be used occasionally. Thus, the distance between the reserved slots may be a multiple of .
For capturing these effects, Fig. 12 shows the mean session packet access delay, which is defined as the incurred mean packet delay after having initiated a real-time session, i.e., having sent the first packet of the session, which would ideally be equal to slots ( is marked in the figure). The curves reveal that only a slight increase in delays occur for uniform traffic, which may be tolerated considering that slots correspond to ns for 1000-bit slots and a 2.5-Gbit/s channel rate. Hence, the delay requirements in terms of real-time services can be fulfilled almost deterministically, in the presence of high data traffic load as well, while still achieving remarkable total network throughputs.
In terms of the data traffic performance, Fig. 13 illustrates the mean queueing delay related to data packets versus the network throughput for the distinct connection control mechanisms and for different ring sizes (i.e., and ). The curves reveal that the IST schemes lead to a significant performance improvement for data traffic due to the immediate notification of connection terminations which in turn corresponds to the reduction of bandwidth (slot) wastage on the ring. By also observing the results in Fig. 11 , this allows the conclusion that such a bandwidth wastage (i.e., late session termination indication) is particularly detrimental for best effort traffic. Furthermore, the S-IST and S-CST mechanisms behave slightly superiorly to their M-IST and M-CST counterparts. This is intuitively predictable, since more connections can be set up in the multiple reservations per cycle approach causing degradations in terms of data traffic performance.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a novel distributed medium access protocol efficiently supporting real-time and data services in a slotted WDM metro ring, where much more nodes than wavelength channels are accommodated. In terms of the underlying node architecture, each node is equipped with one tunable transmitter and one fixed-tuned receiver, while the subcarrier multiplexing technique is assumed for delivering the required signaling information. Alternatively, a dedicated optical control channel could be employed as well for signaling at the expense of an additional fixed transceiver per node. Since several destination nodes may be reached by a single channe,l an intrinsically scalable multihop system is obtained. First, we discussed various buffer selection schemes in conjunction with the a posteriori access strategy. The random (RND) and round-robin (RR) selection schemes are found to provide a satisfactory compromise between performance and implementational complexity. Further, a comprehensive analytical model based on the semi-Markov modeling theory is developed for examining the performance of the RND scheme with respect to throughputs per channel and mean packet queueing delays for best effort traffic. As the main contribution, a novel QoS support mechanism is proposed comprising connection-oriented and connectionless transmissions, further classified into different connection control schemes. Herein, the real-time connections are established by reserving equally spaced slots within successive connection frames such that each destination node can be reached by a certain slot on the corresponding channel. The obtained performance results show that the delay requirements of real-time traffic can be fulfilled almost deterministically by this approach, also in the presence of high data traffic load, while still achieving high overall throughputs. Concerning further investigations, an appropriate fairness control scheme has been developed for the proposed protocol [20] . Furthermore, variable-length IP packets may be directly supported in the WDM layer through a similar slot reservation strategy as the one proposed in this work capable of reserving successive (neighboring) slots according to the IP packet lengths subject to further research.
